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clinic, a dental clinic, is needed — and these are provided. They
have a civic sense, a social conscience, a feeling of the community
of German mankind — in spite of their bestial concentration camps
— which you lack.
I have just been reading how Dr. Goebbels one November day
made a tour of the meanest streets in Berlin, those streets in East
Berlin which Ire round what used to be called the Btilow Platz
and is now the Horst Wessel Platz. Here you have the nearest
approach to an English slum or derelict area, mean houses with
two or three courtyards, and the dwellings become progressively
dirtier and darker as you go from courtyard to courtyard.
Here he went from one poor home to another. In one he found
damp and mildewed walls and said things about house owners
which will set the house owners in that district painting and
repairing as quickly as they can. In another he ordered that a
new dwelling should immediately be provided for a man, his wife,
and three children who were living in three rooms, and so on.
It is propaganda. Dr. Goebbels is not beloved in Germany.
But this is good propaganda. You do not even need a dictatorship
to do it. Any British Minister with energy could do it, could
direct public attention to housing conditions in a manner that
would compel bad landlords.to make the places they let habitable
for man.
The note of authority was distinct to hear in some remarks of
Walther Funk at that time in Belgrade.
It is important that the strengthening of German-Yugoslav
economic relations should allow the increase of Yugoslav
production, especially when Yugoslavia has completed the
construction of her network of modern roads. Our economic
relations will make possible not only the construction of these
modern roads but the intensive exploitation of your mineral
riches.
That means:
I came down here by car and your roads are really terrible and
it's about time that our Inspector General of Road-Construction,

